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ABSTRACT

Endurance life tests were run with standard design and optimized high-

speed design 120.65- mTM(4.7SO-in.-) bore tapered-roller bearings at shaft

speeds of 12 500 and 18 500 rpm, respectively. Standard design bearings of

,D	 vacuum melted AISI 4320 and C6S-1000M, and nigh-speed design bearings of
N
n

C6-)-1000M and tnrough` nardened AISI M-50 were run unaer neavy combined radial

and thrust load until fatigue failure or until a preset cutoff time of 1100

nours was reached. Standard design bearings made from CBS WOOM material

ran to a lU-percent life approximately six times rated catalog life. Twelve

identical bearings of AISI 4320 material ran to tern times rated catalog life

without failure. Cracking and fracture of the cones of AISI M,-DO high-speed

design bearings occurred at 18 500 rpm due to high tensile noop stresses.

Four CBS 1000M nigh-speeu design uearings ran to twenty-four times rated

catalog life without any spalling, cracking or fracture failures.

INTRODUCTION

Tapered-roller bearings are being used in some helicooter transmissions to

carry combined radial, thrust and moment loads and in particular, those loads

from bevel gears such as high-speed input pinions. For this application,



tapered-ruller Dearings have greater load capacity for a given envelope or for

a given Dearing weight than the more coimnonly used wall and cy'.indrical roller

Dear ings.

Research directed toward hign speed applications of tapered roller bear-

ings has extended tneir nigh speed capabilities. Stable operation at speeds

as hign as 2. ,4 million ON have been attained under comuineu radial and thrust

loads with computer-optimized, sign-speed design tapered-roller bearings

[1] 1 . These bearings showed a 33 percent improvement in speed capability

and a 10 percent decrease in neat generation over a mooified baseline design

Dearing.

Under tnrust-load-only conditions, for applications such as turbine engine

main-shaft tnrust Dedr'ngs, Speeds as nigh as 3.5 million UN have Deen at-

tained L2J. Life tests with these specially designed bearings at 3 million ON

yieloeu an esti.nated experimental life of appro;imately 1 times the unadjusted

inanutdcturer's catalog Iite.

Advanced helicopter transmissions which require higher speed capability of

Ldpered-roller bearings also require nigher temperature capability ^3J. Thus,

materials with temperature capabilities nigher than the conventional carburiz-

ing steels are required to withstand the higher operating temperatures at

maximum conditions.

Several carDarizing type steel nave ueen developed for higner temperature

use, primarily through the addition of alloying elements such as Cr and Mo.

Loz)-loWil, for example, has Deen developed for continuous service up to 589 K

(DUO' r). Another candidate material fur higher temperature transmission

nearing use is AISI M-5U, Lne through-narueneu material used fur nearly all

turbine engine main snatt bearings.

I Numuers in DracKets denote reference at end of paper.
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The objective of the research reported herein was to determine an experi-

mental life estimate for 120.65-iivn-(4.750-in.-) bore tapered roller bearings

of two designs under combined radial and thrust loads. A modified standard

bearing design [4J was life tested at 12 500 rpm. A computer-optimized, high-

speed design was life tested at i8 500 rpm. Buth designs were tested at a

combined load of 26 700 N (6000 lb) radial load and 53 400 N (12 000 lb)

thrust load.

APPARATUS ANO PROCEDURE

High-speed Tapered Roller Bearing Test Rig

Three test rigs of the type used in the performance tests of [1 and 4]

were used for these life tests. Two bearings are tested simultaneously in

each test rig, one of which is shown in figure 1. For these endurance tests,

the cone-face temperature was measured with an infrared pyrometer aimed

through an air-purged sight tube. The test rig vibration levels were measured

with piezoelectric accelerometers which automatically shut down the test when

vibration due to a bearing failure exceeded a predetermined level. Chip de-

tectors were located in the oil drain lines from each test bearing for ad6i-

tional failure detection.	 The test rigs are described in detail in [4J.

Test Bearings

Botn designs of the tapered-roller test bearings had a bore of 120.65 min

I4.75U in.). Other significant geometry anti dimensions are given in table 1.

The standard bearings were catalog design with modification of the roller

ends whit-h were ground to a spherical radius equal to 80 percent of the apex

length. The cone was also modified with forty oil holes, 1.016 min (0.040 in.)

in diameter, drilled through from a manifold on the cone bore +.o the undercut

at the cone-rib surface. The cage was AISI 1010 steel which was silver plated

and of the standard roller riding design. Two groups of bearings of this de-
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sign were used: one group was made from consumable-electruue, vacuum-melted

(CV,rI) AISI 4320 steel, anu the other from CVi4 Cb5 IUUUM. Botn were case car-

ourized and finished to the specifications shown in table c.

Tne AISI 4320 material is representative of the conventional carburizing

steels witn nigh industrial usage. CBS 1000Pi is a material alloyed for hard-

ness retention to service temperatures up to 589 K (oJU' r). The particular

neat of CBS 1000M used for both the standard and the high speed design bear-

ings was the same as that used for the bearings teste-a in L2J. Chemical cones

positions of the materials used for cups, cones, and rollers are shown in

table 3.

Tne selection of the computer optimized niyn-speed bearing design was

based on bearing fatigue life, total neat generation, and cone-rib contact

stress anu heat generation at speeds up to 20 000 rpm as descriGed in Llj.
Major differences from the standard bearing design were smaller cup angle,

smaller pitch and outside diameters, aid fewer rollers. The cage of the high

speed design bearing was made of silver-plated AISI 4340 and designed to be

gulued by lams on the cone. the cone contained 48 oil noles, 1.010 min

(0.040 in.) in diameter at each end, drilled through from manifolds on the

cone bore to the undercuts at each raceway end. In addition, six oil holes

of the same size were drilled at eacn end to lubricate the cage-land riding

surtaces.

Two material gruaps of nip speed design bearings were used. One group

was made of case-caruurized CVM 1:8S IUUUA and the second group from through-

naruened, uouole vacuum melted AISI M-50. (0ouble vacuum melting refers to

vacuum induction melting followed Cy vacuum arc remelting or VIM-VAR). The

Specifications on hardness, case depth and surrace finishes for the CBS 1000M

bearings are shown in table 2. The AISI M-5O bearings were through-hardened
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to KucKwell C of to 63 and were ground and lapped to the same finishes as the

(;dJ WOOM Dear i ngs.

Tne uasic dynamic load ratings and AF614A dynamic load ratings of ooth

nearing designs are given in taole d. The nigh-speed design has approximately 	 ;s

1d percent less capacity than the standard uearing due to its optimization of

r,	 performance at niyner speeds and the fewer number of rollers to accomoaate the

higher strength cage.

Life Testing Procedure

A set of two test bearings was examined visually on all contacting sur-

faces to assure that no defects which could lead to early failure were pre-

sent. During life testing, the test hearing cup and support-nearing outer-

ring temperatures, and the lubricant 111 and out temperatures were continuously

recorded. Tnc test oearing cone temperature, luuricant flow rates to test

oearings and support uearrngs, spindle rotational speed, test rig vioration

level, and load system pressures were monitored and recorded twice each day.

Testing continued until a failure was indicated or until a predeternnned 	 i#

cutott tine of 11Uj hours was reacneu. when one of the two bearings on test

failed, the other was later mated with another suspended uearing and continued

on test until tarIure or 1100 hour cutott.

Luorication of the standard uearrnu was accomplished with a combination of

flow through holes in the cone directly to the cone-rio-roller-end contact and

,let f low at the roller small end as shown in figure 2( 71). For the high-speed

design. all IUbr'lcant was supplied tnrougn nules in the cone at both ends of

the roller and tnrougn the cage- riding lands as shown in figure 2(b). Flow

rates, including cup coulrny, were udsed on the results of parametric studies

with each Dearing design in L1 and 4J.



The test conditions for these life tests are given in table 5. The test

speeds were selected based on the results of the performance tests of [4J for

the standard design bearings and LIJ for the high-speed design bearings. The

selected speeds were, in each case, less than the maximum speed capability

with each design and at dynamically smooth operating speeds of the test rig.

During initial testing with the standard bearings, superficial surface

peeling failures occurred rather than spalling fatigue failures. Several

changes in luuricant temperatures and tlow rates were made as will be dis-

cussed in a later section. 	 Tile conditions listed in table 5 are those final

conditions after the peeling failures were eliminated.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Standard Design Bearings

Lite testing was initiated with stanoara design bearings of AISI 4320

material at 12 5OO rpm, a thrust load of :i3 400 N (12 DOG lb) and a radial

loaa of 2u 100 N (bOOO lu). Luuricant flow rates were a cone--rib flow rate of

U.OUIJ u13 /min. (0.5 gpm), a jet f low rate of 0.0038 1113 /01111 (1.0 gpni) and a

cup cooling flow rate of 0.0026 nij /nlin (0.1 gpnl). 	 The luuricant-in teaipera-

tune was Soo K (200 * F). These conditions were selected to maintain cup and

cone temperatures less than 433 K (300 ` F) based on results of performance

tests with identical bearings reported in [4]. Measured cup and cone tempera-

tures ranged from 416 to 422 K (290' to 300' F) in these initial tests.

Peeling surface distres s. - Inspection of the test bearings from the first

two tests, which were stopped due to test facility malfunction and support

bearing tailure after 330 and 569 hours, revealed that a snallow surface dis-

tress was occurring on the raceway and roller taper surfaces. This type dis-

tress is called peeling [5J and appears as a very shallow area, uniform 1n

,Ieptn.	 Typical peeled areas in these bearings, approximately 0.003 nni
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kU.0003 in.) deep, are shown in figure 3.	 The peeling tended to initiAte at

minor surface defects such as the deeper surface scratches or indentations.

The peelrng also tenued to be concentrated near , the axial center of the

raceways and ruller with a slight uias towart + the roller large end.	 inis

ettect may ue expected since the rollers are slightly crowned and the contact

stress is somewhat signer ill center of the raceway. Protrle traces across

Lne raceways and along the roller tapers of the initial test bearings revealed

that the roller crown radius had been decreaseu to approximately one-third of

its or• rginal value.	 Ines exaggerated crown caused further stress concentra-

tion at the center of the roller and further aggravated the peeling.

Tills exaggerated crown was also ooserved in similar tests reported in [3j

and was attributed to all 	 transformation of retained austenite. The

level of retained austenite in the case of the A1:11 4320 bearings is approxi-

mately 30 percent. Austenrte is a relatively unstable phase and transforms to

martensrte at a rate that depends oil 	 and stress conditions. As it

transforms, a growth of the material occurs. Since stresses and temperatures

are higner near the center of the roller raceway contact, greater transtorma-

tion, and thus growth occurs Lnere, and It uecomes a self agg ►• avating condi-

tion. tome mea5arements of retained austenite on the rollers from Lhe initial

test bearings indicated that nearly all of -,ne austenite had transformed near

the center. It is uelreved that the growth tron this transformation could

account for the exaggerated crown tnat was measured. Tile cup and cone race-

ways also experienced some crown increase out to a lesser extent than the

rollers.

The major cause of peeling type surface distress is uelieved to be due to

,ill 	 luuricant rrlm pardrrreter, wnrch rs the ratio of the elasto-

nydrodynarrrrc f r 1111 tnrckness rn the rol ler-raceway contact to the composite
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surface roughness. The composite surface rougnness is the square root of the

sum of the squares of the KMJ roughnesses of the two surfaces.

Lubricant flow rates and lubricant-in temperature were varied to improve

the EH0 tilm thickness conditions. Cup and cone temperatures were reduced to

less than 394 K (250 F), but the peeling failures continued to occur.

Identical tests were also run with CBS 1000M bearings, and the results were

the same.

Improved surface finish. - Further reduction of bearing temperatures to

improve the lubricant film parameter were considered to be impractical since

lower lubricant-in temperatures would not be representative of helicopter

transmissions, and further increase in flow rate would not result in signifi-

cantly lower bearing temperatures based on the work of [4j. The alternate

means of increasing the tIhn parameter is ,inproving the surface roughness of

the raceways and/or rollers. The remaining untested bearings were returned to

the manufacturer, and the raceways and roller tapers were noned to improve the

surfaces from the values given in table 2 to 0.10 Li m (4 pin.) or better.

After noning, the measured roughness of the raceways and roller tapers were

typically 0.09 win (3.5 Liin.) and 0.06 
,in
	 pin.), respectively.	 Also, the

number of deeper surface scratches appeared to be minimizeci.

After honing, the bearings were reassembled, and testing was resumed at

previous conditions selected to maintain Dearing temperatures at 394 K

(250 * F) or less. A shutdown for test bearing inspection after 640 hours

revealed no peeling or distress on any surface of the bearings. The life test

conuitions were tnus established for the remaining tests with the standard

bearings of both materials. A summary of the effect of the lubricant f i ]in

parameter oil 	 surface distress is shown in table o.
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Life tests at 12 5OU rpm. - the remaining test bearings of both materials,

after re-noning, were run at the test conditions shown in table 5. Twelve

bearings of the AISI 4320 material ran to the 1100 hour cutofr without failure

of any type. At these conditions, the rated catalog life of this bearing

design is 102 hours, so that the experimental 10-percent life is greater than

ten times the catalog life.	 (The 10-percent life is the life within which

lU percent of the bearings can be expected to fail by rolling-Element fatigue

spalling; this 10-percent life is equivalent to a 90-percent probability of

survival.)

Sixteen re-honed bearings of the CBS 1000M material were run to spalling

fatigue failure or to the 1100 hour cutoff. Twelve of the bearings ran to

1100 hours without failure. Three bearings experienced spalls on the cup or

cone raceways. One bearing was suspenuea at 820 hours without spalling fail-

ure, since it had received surtace damage on the cone-rib due to an obstruc-

tion in a lubricant orifice. These data are plotted on weibull coordinates

according to the procedures of [riJ in figure 4. A least ,quares line drawn

through the three failure points snows an estimated 10-percent life of ap-

pruximdtely 000 nours, or about 6 times the rated catalog lite.

A comparison of the results with the two materials show that the CBS WOUM

bearing life is less than the AISI 4320 bearing life. However, a quantitative

estimate of the difference is not made from these results since no fatigue

`ailures occurred with the A1^,I 4320 bearings.

High-Speed Design Bearings

AISI M-50 bearing tests. - Life testing with the computer optimized, high-

^peed design tapered-roller bearings was inittated with the AISI M-50 bearings

at 18 SUO rpm. The externally applied load was identical to that for the

standard aesign oedr• ings, that is, a thrust load of b3 400 N (12 UOU lb) and a
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radial load of 20 100 N (6000 lb). Luuricant flow was through the cone

0.0055 m3 /min (1.45 gpm) at each end of the roller. Cup cooling flow c

U.UU23 m3 /ruin (U.o gpm). With the lubricant-in temperature of 355 K

(180" F), the average cup and cone-face Lemperatures were 419 K (295 * F

425 K (30' F), respectively. Under these load and speed conditions, t

Five pairs of the AiJI M-50 of bearings were run at these conditior

tests (four bearings) were stopped after 36 and 253 hours due to failur

the lubrication system. Another pair of bearings ran to the 1100 hour

without failure. Rnother test was stopped after loo hours due to a tee

malfunction, and upon inspection of the test bearings, a very small spy

found on one of the rollers.

After 188 hours. the other test was stopped Cue to severe rig viurc

F	 rated catalog life of this bearing design is 4b hours.

Oisassemuly revealed that both test bearings had cracked cones. One cone had

cracked entirely through the cone Section. The crack in the other cone was

entirely contained in the load zone of the raceway.

The cone of bearing 5/N 78-9 is shown in figure 5. Evidence of an axial

crack is seen in the spalled area. The cone was subsequently cut partially

through and fractured at that location to reveal the crack. The extent of the

crack is shown in figure o. The dimensions ar` approximately 9.5 inn

(0.37 in. ) iong aria 1 MITI (0.04 in. ) deep.

The cone of bearing 5/N 78-10, with the complete fracture, is shown in

figure ;. A portion of the initial crack and advanced stages of fracture are

Shown in figure 8. Initial crack dimensions are approximately 22 inn

(U.87 i n. ) long and o inn (U.24 i n. ; :eep.

Fatigre spalling is rioted to figures 7 ana 7 adjacent to the cracks.	 It

is believed tnat the fatigue cracks, related initially to the spalling pro-
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cess. propagated at an accelerated rate due to the presence of the super-

Imposed high hoop tenti,le stress field in the cones. In the case of bearing

serial number 78-111. the crack propagated to its critical value and destruc-

tive fracture occurred. iurtunately, the test rig was shut down before cun^-

plete fragmentation of the tune occurred. The crack in uearrng S/N 16-9.

altrhougn it an advanced stage, had not yet reacneu the critical fracture stage.

The average tangential tensile hoop stress, based on the assumption of

thin rings. was estimated for the ld 5UU rpm condition to be approximately

0.145 GPa (11 000 psi). This calculated stress also includes effects of the

tune-shatt interter ence tit. lnis stress is at the lower end of the range

where rn L1 and dJ. it wdS shown that the critical crack size can readily be

reached in tnrougn-nardened Al l M-5U. and fracture of inner races (or cones

rn the case of tapered roller uearings) is pruuable.

damuerger L9J reported that tracture of ball uearrng Inner rings runni rig

at J.0 miilion ON occurred where hoop stress due to high rotational Speed ►;as

calculated to be 0.23 6Pa (34 UUU psi). Fracture occurred only after con-

srderab!e fatigue spalling. In the present tapered-roller bearing tests,

where calculated noop ;tresses were somewhat lower, fracture occurred before

significant spilling occurred.	 In the Cases discussed by ClarK L1J, there was

a greater tendency tuward inner ring cracking without significant Spilling

with roller bearings than with ball bearings at similar stress levels. 	 finis

tendency may be related to the relative :pall propagation rates with ball and

roller bearings. The results with tapered-roller bearings appear to be con-

sistent with this trend.

These results indicate that the use d ` a through-hardeneo material such as

.+l^l M--SU. to accomudate high temper: • ures in high-speed tapered-roller bear-	 1

ing applications, involves the same, if not more. severe risKS of catastrophic

11
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fracture of the cone as redorted in L7 to y j for ball bearinq inner rings at

nigh speeds. It is apparent that materials for high-speed tapereu-railer

bearings must have nigher fracture toughness such as that associated witl,

case-hardened materials.

Cti-,) IUUUM bearing tests. - Five computer aptimized, high-speed design

tapered roller bearings made of case-carburized CBS 1000M material were also

life tested at conditions identical to those of the AlJl M-50 bearings. Four

of these bearings ran to the 1100 hour , cutoft time without failure. One test

resulted in a severe failure of one test bearing after 135 hours as a result

cif failure detection and shutdown system malfunction. Tne extent of damage

was too great to determine the origin or cause of the failure. However, close

observation revealed at ieast two spalls in the cone raceway. the largest

spail is shown in figure 9. No cracKS or fracture of the cone were observed

although considerable da,nage to the raceway, cone rib and cage occurred. This

result offers some, although admittedly meager, evidence that a high-

te-nperature, case-carburized ^dterldl such as CB; 1OOJM can resist fracture or

cracKing at conditions of high tensile hoop stress after spallinq and signifi-

cant cone raceway damage had occurred.

Too tew bearings were run at these conditions. because of availability, to

obtain a reasonable statistical estimate of the rolling-element fatigue life.

However, since four of the five bearings survived the 1100 hour cutoff

(24 times rated catalog life) this bearing design/material combination does

show pry rise for future high-speed tapered-roller bearing applications.

SUMNWRY

Endurance life tests were run with two designs of 120.65 nm (4.150-in.)

uure tapered-roller bearings of three materials under heavy combined radial

and thrust loads. Bearings of a modified standard design were life tested at
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12 500 rpn. Computer-optimized design bearings were life tested at 18 500

rpm. Bearing temperatures were maintained in the range from 394 to 433 K

(250' to 300 ` F).

The folluwing results were obtained:

1. Standar6 design bearings of CBS 1000M material gave an estimated ten-

percent life of aoout six times rated catalog life. Twelve identical oearings

of AISI 4320 material ran to a cutof f of ten times rated catalog life without

failure.

2. Under conditions of marginal lubricant-filii ►-thickness-to-composite-

surface-roughness ratio, peeling surface distress was a dominant mode of

failure.

3. Reducing bearing temperatures to increase lubricant film thickness and

re-honing the raceways and rollers to improve surface finish effectively

eliminates the peeling mode of failure.

4. CracKing and fracture of the cones of AI-1^1 il-50 bearings occurred due

to the high tensile hoop stresses at 16 500 rpm with the optimized nigh-speed

design bearings.

5. CBS 10001.1 oearings of tree optimized high-speed design did not crack or

fracture. Four of these bearings ran to 24 times rated catalog life without

fai lure.
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1AkV 1. - TEST BEAkINb G(OKIRY

Dimension Standard Computer
desigri VotimIZed

design

Cup half anyle
11.

53'
Roller	 halt	 anyle 1*3:)' 1"35'
Roller	 large and diameter, inm (in.) 18.29 16.19

(0.720) (0.710)
No.	 Of	 rollers 25 13
Total	 roller	 length,	 mm	 (in.) 34.17 34.18

11.3451) (1.3456)
Pitch diainrter,	 mm	 lin.) lbb.8 155.1

(b. 5b y ) tb.10b)
Bean m3 outswe diameter, mm ( , n.. Ub.4 190.5

(8.1[51 (15 001
15i5x URoller crown radi,s, 	 mm (in.) 25."1033

IIOLV (1000)
Roller	 spherical	 end radius, 8u 8U

perten t of apex	 length

T ABLE 1. - TEST BEARING SPLIIFILA11UN)

Standard ciesign a	lomputer optimized uecign
ms IUUOM)b

Case hardness. Rockwell C 5b to b4 58 to b4

Core hardness. Rockwell L 2b to 48 iS to 4b

Case depth (to U 5 pene„t
carbon	 level	 after final
grind),	 cm	 (in.):

Cup and cone O.Obb to 0.185 O.Obl to 0.185
(0.0_ 4 to U.03) (U.O:» lu U.U7J)

Roller 0.091 to 0.101 0.041 to U.201
(O.03b to 0.079) (0.03b to U.U14)

Surface t inlsh,c
v m (vin.), rms:

Cone raceway	 0.15 (b)	 U.10 (4)
Lup raceway	 .20 (8)	 .10 (0)
Cone rib	 1B (7)	 .15 (6)
Roller tap er	 .13 (5)	 OS (2)
Rolle, spherical	 .0 (b)	 .08 (3)

a ldent , cal spec i t , cations for both AISI 43N and CBS WUUM bcarys.in
bA1Sl M-50 tiear inys thruugh-naruened to kockwell C bl to b3 and tinisneu

to lne sm„a spe(;ificatjons a, the cBS IOOUM bearings.
c Measured values.
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Macnme frame
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CONE-RIBl.0

w

Center	 Right test
housing	 head assembly

Support bearings
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heap
assembly

Sight tube +!`	 1

,•^	 ^^	 t3'^i i	 Flat belts
v
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^s

tube

!. `JPPP"- Roller way

Figure 1. - Pictorial view of high-speed tapered roller bearing test rig.

LF"I___^	 LTLL-^'L-L-J
SPINDLE-	 LUBRICATION	 SPINDLE

1	 TUBE	 1
	

LUBRICATION
TUBE

(a) Standard design bearing,	 tbl Computer optimized design bearing.

Figure Z. - Lubrication and cooling of test bearings.
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Figure 5. -Cone of Al SI Al-50 bearing SIN 78-9 showing raceway crack after
188 hours of operation at 18 500 rpm.

*U r Y
I W_^, I

Figure b. - Photo r!icrograoh of cone race"av crack on AISI P. 1 - 50 bearing S N

78-Q after 186 hours of operation at 18 500 rpri.



81-2e50

RACEWAY
SURFACE

INIIIAI
CRACK

ADVANCED
STAGE 01
FRACTURE

Figure 1. - Fractured cone of AISI At-50 bearing SIN 18-10 after 188 hours of
operation at 18 500 rpm.

Figure 8. - Photomicrogra p h of cone racewav cra(A on A I S I M-50 bearing
S I N 18-10 after 188 hours of operation at 18 500 rpm.



f i q ure 9.	 Fatigue spa I l on cone raceV.,+.	 (,BS ILMNI
hearinq 5'N 7b 1 7 Per 135 hours of operation at
18 500 rpm.
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